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Victim Student: Dong Hyun Kim

Date: Mid-April , 2009.

Examiners: Kardar, Litster, Benedek

Question: Microtubule growth Model

Preparation

I was aware of the old model from kardars lecture notes, and so felt okay about the problem. But 

solving it on a sheet of paper was different from explaining the solution. Alexander stressed 

about teaching the committee, assuming that they know nothing about the stuff you are 

presenting.

     I spent most of the week, coming up with easier simpler ways to explain the  physical 

reasoning behind the model. Questions such as: what is quasi equilibrium?(only need slowly 

varying modes omega~o(k)). I also tried to explain equations with something more visual. For 

instance- to come up with the master equation, I started from scratch with boxes and arrows, got 

the discrete master equation and then moved to the continuous limit.

  I found it very helpful to have multiple practice sessions with my friends. I would 

prepare a presentation for them and they would ask me a bunch of questions and I would keep 

revising it, making it simpler and direct.

Exam

My question had 3 subparts but i was only able to do only 1 sub-part. The first 30 mins were 

spent discussing the biology and background of the model. They asked questions like- 

 Why do the caps shrink, differences between gtp, gdp cats., what makes the hydrolysis 

happen, why are they shrinking from the end and not from the middle, etc. Some of these 

questions were not directly relevant to the model. They tried to understand the biology using the 

model from the question. They asked of questions about assumptions of the model. This bit was 

was tough because there was a gap between the real biology and the idealized model. 

 If I increase this number, is the cap shrinking or growing? model is not about gtp cap but 

switching between two states. In the model, it is shrinking microtubule can switch to a growing 

phase, but without gtp cap, it can only shrink.

Style of Questioning

 I felt they were trying to understand something rather than test me. An example: Benedek asked 

a question I couldnt answer, then Lister tried to answer Benedek, “I think I know that” and tried 

to explain that to him. So Benedek was relieved because he didn’t care whether the answer came 

from me or someone else.

 Total time: 1hr 30 mins

 

 



Victim Student: Jialing li

 Date: Mid-April , 2009.

 Examiners: Kardar, Litster, Benedek

 Question: DNA looping 

To summarize, the committee chair will tell you to study the practice questions and the Nelson 

Biophysics book. But past students will tell you to focus mainly on the question you get one 

week before the exam. As for my case, the past students were totally right. None of my questions 

during the exam was a general biophysics question. Make sure you know a lot of biology as well, 

even the committee chair assured us no biology would get asked. The thing is, Professor Karkar, 

as the committee chair, probably had a plan to test our general biophysics knowledge, but we 

couldn't know whether the other committee members follow his plan.

 For my question, number 10 in the practice questions, was super easy by itself. But Professor 

Benedek likes a lot of background information and things like the cellular concentration of 

regulatory proteins. And both he and Professor Lister like you to know everything about the 

figures. Alexander told us to state everything clearly, which is very very important. So, you only 

need to study for one week, and focus on the question you get from Alexander, and study 

everything related to it.

My presentation was aimed at answering the questions, but I was interrupted a billion times just 

telling the setup of the question, before even starting answering part a of the question. The exam 

ran out of time, because of all the interruptions, and I didn't quite get to finish all I wanted to say.

 Prepare thoroughly and prepare to get interrupted for all sorts of random questions...

 


